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Scenario (RansomWorkers)
Mr. EconomySpy uses two high range bluetooth antennas and
relays messages from phones around a medical lab to a competing
company. At the end of the day, the factory is paralyzed.
I Cyberattacks have a huge cost :
I Saint Gobain : 220 millions euros
I WannaCry : estimated about 1 billion dollars

I Tracing apps offer a new business to hackers
I More scenarios in our document

A contact tracing application - really ?

Illustration of the Robert (French) covid-19 tracing app
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Would not be considered as a contact
by medical teams
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Bluetooth is not designed to measure distances
I Apps cannot detect masks, walls, windows...
I Real exposures are missed too (exposed surfaces)
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Numerous false alarms

Bluetooth is not designed to measure distances
I Apps cannot detect masks, walls, windows...
I Real exposures are missed too (exposed surfaces)
I Many workers put in quarantine due to false alarms
→ additional cost to companies and health system
Where are the studies that prove accuracy ?
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But we need something !
I The pandemy kills thousands of people everyday
I The economy is severely at risk (bankrupts, unemployment)
I Anything that can help is useful,
hence tracing apps
→ a fairy tale ?
The benefit of tracing apps needs to be proven first.
Developpers say : Of course, tracing apps come in complement to
manual tracing and other health measures.
Which complement ?
Where are the studies showing that tracing apps can help fighting
the pandemy in complement to other techniques ?
Why is Singapore stepping back from anonymous tracing apps ?

A question for you
Would you deploy a medical treatment
without estimating its effectiveness first ?
I Where are the experimental studies ?
I Which rate of false alarms ?
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While knowing the side effects :
I fragile privacy
I malicious false alarms
→ blackmail on people, companies
→ jeopardize the health system
I on the middle term : undermining citizens’ rights
→ diminishing GDPR, already ?

Want to learn more ?
Our document on the risks of tracing apps is available online :
I (in French) https://risques-tracage.fr/
I (in English) https://tracing-risks.com
Statement from the Europe TPC of the ACM
Technology Policy Committee of the Association for Computing
Machinery
I ”at this time known contact tracing apps cannot fully preserve
individual privacy and anonymity"
I lists best practices
→ we’ll need a lot of time to do things right
https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/public-policy/
europe-tpc-contact-tracing-statement.pdf
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